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CUSTOM FLOORING CARE,  
PROFESSIONALLY DELIVERED
Save money, and let Cintas extend the life of your 
carpet, tile, grout, carpet tile, vinyl composition tile 
(VCT) or even concrete. We bring savvy deep clean 
know-how to every floor we service.

Deep clean service is delivered by certified technicians 
who know how to balance the key elements of clean: 
temperature, time, agitation and chemicals. Your needs 
come first, so services are customized to fit your unique 
workplace and schedule, and ensure the best, most 
consistent results without damaging your floors.

The Cintas arsenal of industry-leading equipment 
means your floors get professional service to help them 
look spick-and-span once more. We deliver an array 
of tools and technology to your business – including 
portable units, roto-scrubbers, wet vacs and our truck – 
to provide the best results.

Rest easy knowing our work is backed by the Cintas 
Guarantee, which ensures the highest quality results or 
we will refund your money. 

A clean floor says “welcome” to your customers. A floor 
deeply cleaned on a routine basis elevates your positive 
image and helps your flooring last longer. Cintas 
delivers our proven method of deep cleaning so that 
you’ll know your floors are both properly cared for and 
projecting a sparkling clean image. 

We remove between 90 and 100 percent of soil, along 
with water and moisture. This prevents microscopic 
fungal growth, ensures quick dry time and meets the 
highest standard of texture retention. Our technology is 
powerful, but not harmful. 

Being Ready for the Workday® begins here. To learn more or to get started, contact the 
Cintas National Service Team at 800.795.7368 or NationalServiceTeam@cintas.com.

Take your floor care to the next level

A recent case study revealed that regularly 
scheduled floor cleanings cut the cost of 
maintenance by 22 percent and doubles the 
life of a floor.
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